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the proposed clean mox design will be the first
demonstration of a fast ionization and electrostatic
ion-to-electron conversion source for ion-electron
collision studies and yet another example of the
nasa emeg/mft/dsmib/ushl proton source. this
source will also provide demonstration of the first
tof-ms operating above 2.2mev, and the first time a
particle accelerator will use a tokamak to produce h
ions. these advances will enable a unique suite of
space and earth-bound measurements to be
explored. summary of work during phase i, ami will
study a variety of existing and new materials that
are used for such scientific research. the phase i
results will be used to determine the suitability of a
suitable combination of ami's proprietary processes
and materials and for the development of
prototypes for and the production of these
materials. during phase ii, the team will carry out a
series of experiments on the proof-of-principle
integration of a suite of such materials and a
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prototype system, offering: laser-pumped
magnetized fusion and applications of dt fusion for
large-scale energy production; electron ion colliders
for understanding a broad set of atomic and
molecular processes and for applications to
environmental chemistry and drug delivery; and
accelerator-produced h-xe ion (h and xe ions) for
their applications in space-science experiments. the
major challenge of this sector is how to obtain maps
with high-resolution while complying with safety
standards and regulations, and time-efficiency. the
accuracy of such a mapping cannot depend on the
visual system and imagery should be acquired from
a reliable sensor. furthermore, to ensure the
integrity of the collected data, it is mandatory that
such a system should be fully integrated in the
vehicle.
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one of the most challenging problems in microwave
engineering is the development of microwave

materials and devices that are effective, robust, and
high-performing. only a handful of components have
demonstrated outstanding microwave performance,
such as amplifiers, filters, and antennas. a current
gap in materials research exists between the very

well developed microwave devices and components
and the development of cost-effective, high-

performance devices that are compatible with
current manufacturing processes. this presentation

will discuss the upcoming activities of nasa's
modern materials and manufacturing (m3) program

to bring advanced microwave materials and
integrated structures to the flight-critical devices in

a cost-effective, timely manner. electromagnetic
interference (emi) is one of the greatest challenges
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for today's ground-based and space-based systems.
current systems are increasingly susceptible to emi,
particularly at higher frequencies. at cellular base
stations emi and its effects, in particular amplifier

safety margins, have become critical to
telecommunications industry as the demand for

capacity continues to rise. the demand for increased
bandwidth is a challenge for mobile networks, which

places more stringent demands on the amplifiers.
electronics manufacturers are designing smaller and

more efficient equipment to meet the demands of
next generation wireless communications. in

addition, wireless devices such as cell phones are
becoming more sophisticated and versatile,

increasing demand for new wireless technologies.
modern communications rely on wireless and fiber-
optic systems. with an ever increasing dependence

on information technology, communications systems
are under increasing threat from emi which can

interfere with their operations. furthermore, modern
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communications systems and systems on a chip
require that the emi sensitivity levels be lowered to

ensure rf compatibility and reliable functionality.
nasa is interested in the development of new and

innovative research on electromagnetic interference
(emi) in the radio frequency, microwave and sub-

terahertz frequency range. innovative materials will
be examined and developed to improve the

performance and lower the cost of these devices.
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